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Outgassing is
documented in all of
these areas as being
thermogenic. As of
2007, EVEN the CPUC
Report cited a
greater than 50%
chance that the
gases surfacing at
Playa Vista are SCG
reservoir gas.
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Since that time more
data has become
available to
demonstrate SCG
reservoir gas leakage
to the surface,
including DOGGR
ORDER 1008, which
shut down SCG/PDR
operations for about
a year due to
reservoir gas leakage
to the surface

Conditional Use Permit
City of Los Angeles;
City Plan Case 6162

The underground gas pressure IS NOT KEPT
sufficiently low to prevent escape of gases
above the ground.
The migration of gases laterally, outside
the approved 240 operational acres and
the vertical, surfacing of reservoir gas has
been occurring since SCG ownership
operation and increased gas pressurization.

CONDITION 17 Has Been Continually
Violated Since SCG Has Been In
Operation.

NO APPROVAL HAS EVER BEEN
GIVEN BY THE CPUC OR THE CITY
OF LOS ANGELES FOR SCG/PDR TO
EXPAND ITS FIELD OF OPERATIONS
BEYOND THE APPROVED 240
ACRES. SCG’s operational area
extends far beyond 240 acres.

THE CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT IS SUBJECT TO REVOCATION

SCG knew that for any expansion, LA CITY approvals were needed.
The 240 acres have definite site boundaries.
(Condition 1. of LA CITY PLAN CASE 6162.)
The expansion of the SCG underground operations needed similar
approval but, SCG did not ask, and did not bring City attention to their
gas migration out of the approved storage area or alert the City or the
public to the surfacing
oilfield/reservoir gas.

240 Acres Boundary of
Approved Operation

2001- PRA RESPONSE

To 1986- NO
PROJECT APPROVAL
BY DOGGR; ONY
INDIVIDUAL WELL
PERMITS ISSUED
1986 -Significant alteration of originally approved
conditions has occurred and was done without
approval of DOGGR & the City of LA

LA City Plan Case 6162. The City of Chicago warned the City
of Los Angeles of gas leakage to the surface and into the
groundwater. HERE, Chicago Fire officials caution that the
type of reservoir envisioned in LA would constitute a Class 4
Fire use and thus be prohibited in built up areas. The Hersher
Field, set in rural Illinois had experienced gas leakage into
water wells despite its low pressure operations. SCG’s/PDR
operations are typically, 1700 psi—high pressure operations.

1955--240 Acres of Approved SCG Gas Storage Operations

1993 - SCG Storage Field Map given to Sierra Club

SOCALGAS- What is the true extent of the SCG gas influence?

2007- SCG Storage Field Map of Operations (GC v SCG SA Notice)

SOCALGAS Company visual of multiple areas of
their underground gas storage operations.

False Statements by DOGGR IN 1993 EIR of Playa Vista
- Fairfax, Ross-Dress-For-Less explosion/fires from
decomposing organic matter;
- No shallow zones of pockets of gas that can seep to the
surface at Playa Vista

ETI diagnoses widespread oilfield gas
surfacing throughout the Ballona Wetlands
and Playa Vista-2000

City of LA’s
independent gas
expert Exploration
Technologies Inc.
verifies THERMOGENIC
nature of Ballona
region’s high levels of
outgassing in
soils and water.

ETI- “There is no question that there is justification for
conducting an investigation for casing leakage
associated with the gas storage field.”

City of LA’s Gas Expert- Victor Jones/ ETI:

SCG admits as a “common occurrence”their well casings act as conduits for gas
to vent to the surface.

SCG/ Riegle study acknowledges gas
migration outside the approved
boundaries in 1953.

SCG fails to tell City of LA that no
expansion approvals were ever
requested or garnered.

SCG acknowledges this to City of LA
in 1993. Tells LA, no vertical gas
migration to the surface has ever
occurred.

SCG fails to tell the City of LA, that
the migration occurred due to
SCG’s decision to increase gas
pressure and injection volumes.

“Storage Zone Problems - Possible source of gas migration to the surface
There are at least five different possible sources of gas to the surface at Playa del Rey”

Casing leaks
Casing shoe
leaks

LORIO 1985

Leaks from
lower to upper
zones outside
the casing
Abandonment
plug leaks
inside the
casings of
abandoned
wells
Wellhead seal
leaks

Bernard Endres Phd
Oilfield Gas Expert
OUTLINE of:
Statements made
to the City of LA by
SOCALGAS & the
Division of Oil &
Gas & Geothermal
Resources (DOGGR)
regarding the
Playa del Rey
underground gas
storage operations.
These statements
are inconsistent
with the truth as
demonstrated by
SOCALGAS internal
memos, reports…

SCG Table on the left contradicts the representation
made by high level people within SCG,
“Some Natural Gas contains no Benzene; the most
Benzene we have normally found is 40 parts per million.”
Michael D. Middleton to LA City Planning 1993

Benzene

SCG/Playa del Rey benzene data also reveals high benzene
levels.

SCG Marker– HELIUM
present in surface
casings of 26 wells

SCG Inter-Office Correspondence acknowledges
RESERVOIR GAS SURFACING in the flats, the bluffs
and north of the Ballona Channel—Del Rey 17

SCG- “Are we there as good neighbors, preventing water
encroachment/ pressure buildup in the old Townlot Field or are we
in fact remedying a problem of our own creation…pressure build-up
due to gas migration?

SCG / DOGGR Meeting 1983 – discussion of Del Rey 18
Shoe leakage (next to Fisherman’s Village) and well
leaks in the bluff area. Del Rey 18 has a long history of
leakage, there are numerous neighbor complaints of
odors and ill health.

Helium levels north of Ballona
Channel in Mariner’s Village at
Del Rey 10 –BARHOLES.. placed in
surface soils surrounding the well.
Indicating reservoir gas leakage to
the surface within this residential
complex.

SCG says that no vertical gas migration occurs but these SCG
Correspondences demonstrate that SCG knows those
statements are false.

Troxel is north of what was thought another natural barrier…a fault. Reservoir gas migration found at this well, signals
reservoir gas migration beyond any monitoring well of SCG. Migration into Venice and MDR is already a concern due to all the
old wells that can and do act as conduits for gas to surface. Hundreds of old wells are safety threats throughout this area.

The public has a right to know what gas migration is happening underneath their homes and what is being done to prevent
that gas from surfacing into their homes and the environment.

SCG acknowledges its active wells leaking gas to the surface

In 2004, SCG oil/gas line leaks on Mindanou Way. SCG cites it
as condensate leakage. HazMat is called in for cleanup.

Fisherman’s Village

MARINER’S
VILLAGEReservoir
gas
surfacing
into
community

High levels of reservoir outgassing
leads to shut down of SCG
operations during DOGGR
investigation in 2010.

Playa del Rey

SOCALGAS UNDERGROUND GAS
STORAGE OPERATIONS

SCG Attorney COMMUNICATIONS Regarding Potential Liabilities for Abandonment of Troxel well.
(This most northern monitoring well was part of the land sales SCG undertook. )
What monitoring information exists that demonstrate the Venice and MDR communities, overlying SCG operations north of
Ballona Channel, are safe from the hazards of SCG’s migrating gases and pressures?

“..Any possible hydrocarbons or water escaping at surface locations will occur solely through wells that are not ‘properly
abandoned’….”
Are SCG operations in Venice & MDR cause for RGC 10’s BLOW OUT?

“If another well (other than the Troxel Well) has not been ’properly abandoned’, that is the ’cause’ of any production, not
SoCalGas’ abandonment.”
The public needs to know if SCG implemented the strategy in this legal memo. Did SCG allow for the area to gain pressure
by allowing an area to ‘naturally’ reflood? Or as cited as Objective- Is SCG “producing fluid in a manner to contain storage gas
in the Main Area.” In GC v SCG, we asked as part of the Settlement Agreement for SCG to lower its pressure and contain their
gas south of the Ballona Channel. SCG refused.

HOW HAZARDOUS IS TOO HAZARDOUS?
Juggling pressure differentials is critical to how and where the oilfield gas moves and is critical for safety.
Formation damage that has occurred gives rise to more gas contamination into aquifers, soils and the surface. Old and poorly
sealed wells are the decaying straws that act as conduits for surface migration. RGC 10 was not re-abandoned with a
continuous seal from top to bottom. Leakage via a well can occur along any unsealed portion and hop-scotch to the surface.

Reigle Report

Should SCG be allowed to continue operations at high pressure levels that cause their gas to migrate beyond their approved
boundaries into Venice and Marina del Rey? Continue at such high pressures underneath homes in Playa del Rey?

1993– Channel 2 Action News investigates SOCalGas Operations; Sierra Club
calls for congressional investigation of SoCalGas Operations.
SOCALGAS produces Abandonment/Demolition Study for its PDR Facility in
apparent response to public scrutiny of their operations.

LA City Plan Case No. 15808
(1966)
The Playa del Rey/ Venice
oilfields are known to be ‘SOUR’contain high levels of hydrogen
sulfide (H2S).
H2S is one of the most toxic and
corrosive chemicals known. Chronic, lowlevel exposure can cause permanent brain
& neurological damage.

Biocides are used by SCG in the
attempt to offset corrosion.

